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Enter the Cat



Jackie finds a highly valued cat statue. Anyone who is scratched by it is magically transformed.

Forced to steal it back for a gangster when Jackie is tossed into a jail cell, Jade is able to retrieve the statue, but gets scratched by it in the process.

Uncle had been researching into the Cat’s legend, and says that the cure lies within. Jackie soon has an epiphany, and decides the Cat is too dangerous to be in a museum. So he smashes the statue, thus releasing a purple-colored gas that cures Valmont and Jade. With that, Jackie then realizes that “The antidote lies within” meant that the antidote was inside the statue itself (and not within a person, despite what he thought at first).
Quest roles:
Maurice LaMarche, Clancy Brown, Adam Baldwin, Julian Sands, Howard Hoffman((voice)), Danny Mann(Young Monkey / Animals (voice))


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
2 March 2002, 00:00
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